Cleanliness in Railways

Swachh Rail, Swachh Bharat

Cleanliness in Railways
Hon’ble Prime Minister of India launched the ‘Swachh Bharat Mission’ (SBM) on 2nd
October, 2014. Indian Railways also launched ‘Swachh Rail, Swachh Bharat’ as part of this
Abhiyan.
The reforms undertaken by Indian Railways in the field of Swachhta and hygiene since
2014 can be broadly categorized in following areas:
● Cleanliness of Trains – Mechanized cleaning of trains
● ‘Coach Mitra’ for travelling passengers- for quick redressal of grievances
● Environment friendly Bio – Toilets for Passenger Coaches-to avoid falling of excreta
on tracks
● Cleanliness of Railway Stations- for visible impact on cleanliness
● Third party Audit/Survey and Passenger feedback on Cleanliness
● Mechanised Laundries for Bed Linen-for improved quality of linen
● Standard Bid Document for Housekeeping of Stations and Trains & General
Conditions of Contract for Services – to bring transparency in tender documents.
Considering its efforts, Ministry of Railways has been adjudged as the best effort by
Ministry of Drinking Water & Sanitation- the implementation Ministry of ‘Swachhta
Action Plan’, and was awarded by Hon’ble President of India in Sept 2019.
1. Cleanliness of Trains
● Indian Railways has introduced mechanized cleaning, increased On Board
Housekeeping Service (OBHS), introduced IT based ‘Coach Mitra’ service,
proliferated bio-toilets also introduced the First ever Third Party audit cum survey
on cleanliness of important trains to instill healthy competition for improvement.
● Mechanised Cleaning of Coaches is being carried out through professional
agencies in around 155 coaching depots. Machines like high pressure jet cleaners,
floor scrubbers, wet and dry vacuum cleaners, hand held buffing machines etc. are
deployed for the purpose.
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● Automatic Coach Washing Plants (ACWP) are also being installed at major depots.
ACWPs not only clean exterior of coaches more effectively and efficiently, they also
reduce the direct water requirement by avoiding wastage. These also come with
water recycling facility thereby further reducing water requirement. Based on the
location feasibility, around 125 locations have been identified for provision of
ACWP. 23 plants have been installed.

● On Board Housekeeping Service (OBHS) has been provided in 1100 pairs of
trains including Rajdhani, Shatabdi and other important long distance Mail/Express
trains for cleaning of coach toilets, doorways, aisles and passenger compartments
during the run of the trains.

● Clean Train Station (CTS) scheme has been prescribed for limited mechanized
cleaning attention to identified trains including cleaning of toilets during their
scheduled stoppages enroute at nominated stations. 39 Clean Train Stations are
provided on IR.
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2. ‘Coach Mitra’ for travelling passengers
Subsequent to announcement in Hon’ble Minister of Railway’s Railway Budget
Speech, “Clean My Coach” scheme was formally launched on pan-India basis in
March, 2016 for on demand service for cleaning the toilet /coach.
‘Clean My Coach’ service was upgraded to ‘Coach Mitra’ facility as announced in Hon’ble
Finance Minister’s Budget Speech, 2017-18. ‘Coach Mitra’ facility has been introduced in
about 1060 pairs of OBHS trains. ‘Coach Mitra’ is a single window interface to register
all coach related requirements of passengers travelling in reserved coaches, such as
cleaning, disinfection, linen, train lighting, air conditioning and watering of coaches as
described above. To avoid dependence on private service providers and to maintain
uniformity and continuity in pan-India operations, ‘Coach Mitra’ software developed by
CRIS has been deployed.
‘Satisfaction code’ (like OTP) is shared by passenger after the required work is done.
Railways monitor ‘Closure type’ (closed with Code) and ‘Response time’ in Coach Mitra.
In 2019-20, 65% of coach cleaning and toilet cleaning requests were closed with
satisfaction code. 56.5% cleaning requested were closed in 30 min and 80% in 60 min
in 2019-20. In 1st quarter of 2020-21, services were disrupted. In the 2nd quarter of
current year Jul-Sep 20, % requests closed with satisfaction code, is 76.5 % for
Cleanliness related requests in Coach Mitra.
This is a unique example of customer empowerment implemented and running
successfully in Government sector.
3. Environment friendly Bio – Toilets for Passenger Coaches
Indian Railways, in their commitment to provide hygienic environment to passengers
and to keep station premises/tracks clean, have developed environment-friendly Biotoilets for its passenger coaches. The technology has been developed jointly by Indian
Railways (IR) and Defence Research & Development Organization (DRDO).

Bio- Toilet tank
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Bio-Vacuum toilet

This environment friendly, low cost and robust technology, is the first of its kind in
Railway Systems in the world. Raw human waste does not fall on the railway tracks and
this keeps station premises / tracks clean.9,587 bio-toilets were fitted in 3,647 coaches
up to March 2014. The pace of fitment of bio toilets was increased substantially since
2014. More than 2,42,000 bio-toilets were installed in nearly 68,600 coaches up to
March 2020 to cover entire fleet of BG passenger coaches.

Year-wise progress on installation of (numbers of) bio-toilets in coaches
The direct discharge of human waste from trains has thus been eliminated in line with
‘Swachh Bharat Mission’ as all BG passenger coaches have now been fitted with biotoilets. This large scale deployment of bio-toilets in coaches has resulted in a paradigm
shift in the level of cleanliness on railway tracks and especially at railway stations,
where the foul smell/sight associated with human waste is not to be felt or seen any
more. With an aim to provide clean and efficient toilets and to reduce the water
consumption, IR has started use of bio-vacuum toilets. Bio-vacuum toilets were
provided in 729 coaches up to 2019-20.
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4. Cleanliness of Railway Stations
● Introduction of mechanized cleaning contracts at around 950 stations, increasing
from 488 stations around 6 years back. Award of rag picking and garbage disposal
contracts at around 1310 stations, increasing from 877 stations in March 2015.
● Provision of concrete washable aprons on platform tracks to facilitate washing with
water jets.
● Provision of clean and hygienic toilets including Pay and Use Toilets at around 850
stations.
● Use of CCTVs has been intensified for monitoring of cleanliness activities at about
700 stations, increasing from 250 stations in March 2015.
● 500 Plastic Bottle Crushing machines have been installed at 370 stations in around
last 3 years.
● Separate dust bins for wet and dry waste have been provided at all major stations
for segregation of waste at source.
● Third Party audit cum survey on cleanliness of major stations has been started from
2016 to instill healthy competition for improvement.
● Cleanliness drives and awareness campaigns are also conducted from time to time.
Since 2015, Railways have also started involving social and charitable organisations
in such drives.

5. Standard Bid Document for Housekeeping of Stations and Trains & General
Conditions of Contract for Services
Standard Bid Document (SBD) and General Conditions of Contract for Services (GCCS)
have been issued to improve effectiveness of housekeeping / cleaning contracts with
special focus on passenger interface areas.
IT enabled monitoring and performance evaluation has been introduced. Biometric
attendance, cleanliness records, consumables used and passenger/ customer feedback
are included in performance monitoring and also linked to payments.
The progress made from 2014 to 2020 in the field of cleanliness and hygiene has helped
in maintaining a high level of cleanliness standards during Covid pandemic outbreak.
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Acknowledgement of Indian Railways in its efforts for better cleanliness
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